
 

 

 

Institut Curie and Freenome announce a strategic 

collaboration in cell-free DNA analysis using machine 

learning technology 

Paris, France, and South San Francisco, California, USA, March 28th, 2018 – Institut Curie 

and Freenome announce a strategic collaboration to evaluate Freenome’s artificial 

intelligence (AI) genomics platform as a novel tool to predict patient response to 

immuno-oncology therapies by observing changes in circulating cell-free biomarkers. 

In recent years so-called liquid biopsies have established the possibility of detecting 

circulating fragments of tumor DNA (ctDNA) and circulating tumor cells (CTCs) in the blood 

of patients with cancer. Institut Curie has been a pioneer in the field since the late 90’s with 

the first program on disseminated tumor cell (DTC) detection in the bone marrow of patients 

with early breast cancer. Since then, Institut Curie’s Circulating Tumor Biomarkers Laboratory 

has developed numerous innovative ctDNA techniques (ddPCR and NGS-based 

techniques).  

Meanwhile, Freenome’s breakthrough use of machine learning looks beyond tumor DNA and 

processes the full range of cell-free (cf) biomarkers in the blood. By assembling an ever-

expanding library of cell-free disease signatures, Freenome is developing a range of non-

invasive blood tests for the early detection of cancer and early prediction of response to 

various oncology therapies. As a first step in this collaboration with Institut Curie, Freenome 

will analyze samples from the Analysis of Circulating Tumor Markers in the Blood (ALCINA) Trial, 

an umbrella trial allowing assessment of different circulating biomarkers and their correlation 

with clinical and pathological characteristics pertaining to response to PD-1 inhibitors alone 

and in combination with other therapies. 

“Our machine learning scientists and molecular biologists are evaluating the cell-free 

genome – given 60-80%1,2,3 of cfDNA comes from immune cells – and other analytes. These 

provide a more complete picture of the dynamic interaction between the tumor and its 

environment,” said Blandine Merino, VP of Business Development at Freenome. “Our 

approach incorporates a variety of biological signals, such as genomic, proteomic and 

epigenetic changes, providing new insights into possible mechanisms of resistance and 

guiding treatment selection for patients.” 

 

There is currently a high unmet need for biomarkers with high sensitivity and specificity for 

response prediction in immuno-oncology. The analysis of these data could open the way to 

new targets in precision oncology and improve therapeutic decision-making, particularly 

with the limitations associated with current approaches such as PD-L1 expression testing and 

assessing tumor mutational burden. Freenome’s tests would help to identify patients who are 

more likely to respond to PD-1 inhibitors; currently, approximately 80% of advanced non-

small-cell lung cancer, for example, do not respond to PD-1 inhibitors.4,5 

 

According to Pr. François-Clement Bidard, Principal Investigator at Institut Curie, “Freenome 

is developing a novel approach which could revolutionize the way we analyze cell-free 
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biomarkers for patients with cancer treated with immunotherapy; this approach 

complements a pipeline of innovative research projects that is ongoing at Institut Curie 

Circulating Tumor Biomarkers Laboratory.” 

 

Amaury Martin, Head of Institut Curie Technology Transfer and Industrial Partnerships Office 

and Director of the Institut Carnot Curie Cancer, added, “This agreement is one of the first at 

the Institut Curie with a company specializing in both cell free biomarkers and applying 

machine learning to large data sets. The Institut Curie MC21 strategic plan has identified 

innovation around liquid biopsy and big data as a major axis of medical-scientific research. 

With the arrival of a Data Director, Institut Curie, through its Carnot Institute, is determined to 

take a leading position in this key area for personalized medicine in oncology. The 

technologies developed by Freenome will fully benefit our patients and its access within the 

Institute will speed up future collaborations for developing and validating predictive tests. 

Contacts: 

 Perrine Carriau – +33 1 58 65 10 30 – pcarriau@hopscotch.fr 

Jennifer Dementin – +33 1 58 65 00 36 – jdementin@hopscotch.fr 

Lena Cheng: +1-650-822-7962 – lena.cheng@freenome.com 

 

About Freenome 

Freenome is an AI genomics company on a mission to empower everyone with the tools they 

need to prevent, detect, and treat their diseases. By applying advanced machine learning 

techniques to recent breakthroughs in genomic science, Freenome is currently developing 

noninvasive blood tests to detect early-stage cancer and make treatments more effective. 

The company has raised $78 million from investors such as Andreessen Horowitz, Google 

Ventures, Polaris Partners, and Founders Fund. 

For more information: https://www.freenome.com/  

 

About Institut Curie  

Institut Curie, a key player in the fight against cancer, combines a leading French research 

center in oncology and a state-of-the-art hospital group that treats all types of cancer, 

including the rarest. Founded in 1909 by Marie Curie, Institut Curie brings together more than 

3,300 researchers, physicians and healthcare professionals around its three missions: care, 

research and teaching. As a private foundation recognized for public utility, Institut Curie is 

authorized to receive donations and bequests and can, thanks to the support of its donors, 

accelerate the discoveries and thus improve the treatment and the quality of life of the 

patients. 

For more information: http://techtransfer.institut-curie.org/  http://www.institut-curie.org 

 

Since 2011, Institut Curie is certified "Institut Carnot Curie 

Cancer". The Carnot label is a label of excellence 

granted to academic research structures with proven 

high quality and involvement in partnership research. 

Curie Cancer offers industrial partners the opportunity to 

set up research collaborations, benefiting from the expertise of the Institut Curie teams, for 

the development of innovative therapeutic solutions against cancers from the therapeutic 

target to clinical validation.  For more information: http://www.instituts-carnot.eu/fr/institut-

carnot/curie-cancer 

 
 
1 Taube JM et al, Sci Transl Med, 2014 ; 2 Snyder MW et al, Cell, 2016 ; 3 Ulz P et al, Nature Genetics, 2016 ;4 Garon EB et al, 
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